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ABSTRACT

In the field of IT, to maintain applications and data most of the organizations are moving towards cloud computing
or migrating from traditional client server nature. Most of the data owners are new to cloud computing or not
having own facilities to manage data, so data owners are depending on TPA. TPA generated report lets data owners
to evaluate usage of the by clients. Most of the owners are depending on public TPA where private TPA is most
expensive. Here major challenging issue is how to find trustiness of TPA among available list. If data owners has
facility to find the best TPA with good trust score, then owners has chance to setup risk free TPA for their data.
There is a difference between services provided by available TPA list for example supporting domains, nature of
authentication, mode of encryption etc… First time this paper introducing a mechanism to find trustiness of TPA
before committing to subscribe, where trustiness of TPA can be calculated based on different criteria. In this work
three new algorithms are defined named as DRM, TCM and CDM.

Index Terms: Cloud Computing, Third Party Auditor, TPA Trust Score, TPA services

1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing clean sweeps old computing server structure. In a simple words cloud computing is an
environment to provide services in a rental model. There are different types of cloud computing services
are available for example providing hardware infrastructure as rental base, providing platforms and providing
usage of applications in a rental base. Different IT companies from startups to giant companies are being as
Cloud Service Providers (CSP). Cloud users can get different types of services from CSP like infrastructure
as a service (IAAS), platform as a service (PAAS), software as a service (SAAS) etc…Major reason to get
attraction from more users is due to the reason where cloud is inexpensive and instant setup of computing
environment. In daily activities of the cloud applications, vast amount of data is storing in cloud storage.
Major issue is privacy and security for the data stored in remote cloud storage media.

Data owners are allowing other individual users or organizations to consume their data to manipulate.
For example consider a situation where one retails industry based organization wants to allow their sales
data to out sourcing to get reports on sales. So in this case data must be consumed by our sourcing company.
In this mentioned situation data owners need an inspector between their data and out sourcing company.
This data inspector is none other than TPA. TPA lets data owners to be burden free from management of
data outsourcing. Auditing reports helps data owners to take decision on the usage of data, so that internal
and external attacks can be predicted and protected data.

TPA is helping data owners of different domains to inspect utilization of sensitive data stored in remote
cloud storage. Following figure list some popular domains where TPA usage is required.

Based on literature survey done in cloud auditing, so many researches has been done on data possession,
data integrity, dynamic auditing, user identity privacy and some on multi-cloud auditing. Here TPA acts as
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a security auditor to assess system utilization from internal sources and external sources. As the nature of
inexpensive cloud pricing data owners are interested to use different cloud services to store/ manage their
data. In this way to support with security auditing for different clouds data owner has to depend on different
TPA Services where excising TPA system is not supporting security auditing in Heterogeneous clouds. At
the same time no research is focusing on trustiness of TPA apart from data security. What are the units to
trust TPA to handle security auditing of data from data clients. At the same time data owners may not have
technical knowledge on security levels and requirements. So it is needed a system to predict and suggest
security stands for data owners based on requirement.

This proposed system helps data owners to get a chance to know the trustiness of TPA before committing
and facilitate the following three key characteristics

1) TPA Trustiness

2) Predicting Security Requirements

3) Effective auditing in heterogeneous cloud

In the first point of proposed system we are focusing on the technique to get trust score of TPA. Data
Owner can get complete trust on their TPA for security auditing to ensure fully assessment on data and
avoid security incidents. In the second point we can facilitate intelligent security suggestions to novice
cloud users with easy to manage security stands with different domain data and supports security with
integration of data. In the third point we can supports security auditing with in heterogeneous multi-cloud
to handle different encryption systems and supports homomorphic security. In this paper, our main
contribution includes:

Figure 1: List of domains using TPA in cloud
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1) We develop new vector based matrix called DRM (Domain Relation Matrix), which specifies relation
between TPA (Third Party Auditor), CSP (Cloud Service Provider) and Domains. Each element of
DRM is a vector.

2) We Develop TCM stands as Trained Configured Matrix, derived by extending DRM, by attaching
predefined metrics.

3) We derived CDM tree which specifies pair combination of CSP, Domain and Metric. CRM tree is
merging of Level trees.

4) We calculate trust score, with an intersection of TCM and CDM of given testing data.

5) We defined Trust Meter, with the collection of Configuration Metrics and its supporting values in
Boolean format.

Rest of the paper organized as given bellow sections: Section II described related work with respect to
TPA in cloud. Section III & IV gives detailed explanation of proposed system. Section V described about
evaluation of result, followed by Conclusion in Section VI.

2. RELATED WORK

Many of the previous works focused on only implementation of TPA but not including trustiness of TPA
performance. One of the previous works “PDP for confirming possession of data files on untrusted storages”
[1] it ensure possession of data files on untrusted storages. It is based on the RSA-based homomorphic
linear authenticators [1]. It is based on sampling few blocks of data files [1]. “PORs: Proofs of Retrievability
for Large Files” [2] it ensure both possession and retrievability of data files on remote archive service
systems. It is based on spot-checking, error-correcting codes and back-up service [2]. It encrypts F and
randomly embeds a set of randomly-valued check blocks called sentinels in this work main problem is
“public auditability is not supported in their main scheme” [2]. “Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for

Figure 2: Examples for TPA
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Data Storage Security in Cloud Computing” [3] ensure dynamic auditing system to be privacy preserving,
is focusing on public auditability, storage correctness, privacy-preserving and batch auditing [3]. Main
problem in [3] is due to the large number of data tags, their auditing protocols will incur a heavy storage
overhead on the server [3]. “Enabling Public Auditability and Data Dynamics for Storage Security in Cloud
Computing” [4] supports public auditability and data dynamics, which is focusing on public auditability
for storage correctness assurance, dynamic data operation support and blockless verification [4]. This method
may leak the data content to the auditor because it requires the server to send the linear combinations of
data blocks to the auditor [4].

“Efficient audit service outsourcing for data integrity in clouds” [5] replaces the traditional Hash-based
solution, which is based on probabilistic queries and periodic verification [5]. This method may not worry
about trustiness of TPA, due to periodic verification there is heavy computational cost [5]. “Storing Shared
Data on the Cloud via Security-Mediator” [6] generates security-mediator (SEM), which is able to generate
verification metadata (i.e., signatures) on outsourced data for data owners, which is based on attachment of
signature to original data, verification of the signature and based on hash signature [6]. “Identity-Based
Distributed Provable Data Possession in Multi-Cloud Storage” [7] is identity-based public key cryptography
can eliminate the complicated certificate management, which is based on a Bilinear pairings, Tag system,
Signature and Distributed computing [7]. My observation is that none of the previous works are focusing
on trusting TPA, and it is not focusing on risk prediction with auditing intelligence.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section describes key functional components of the proposed system to calculate trust score of TPA.
Our proposed method almost the very first one (to the best of our knowledge), to calculate trust score of
TPA. Following are main key components in this proposed scheme.

1) Domain Relation Matrix

2) Trained Configure Matrix

3) CDM Tree

4) Trust Meter

3.1. Domain Relation Matrix

In this section, we present the detailed explanation of “Domain Relation Matrix”, which can be represented
as DRM in next coming sections. DRM is a dynamic matrix which defines the relation among TPA, CSP
and Application Domains. Relation in DRM is a service providing by TPA with respect to CSP.

Let TPA
N
 = {TPA

1
, TPA

2
, – – – TPA

N
} is a set of registered TPA’s. Where TPA

i,
 is ith TPA, i � N.

CSP
J
 = {CSP

1
, CSP

2
, – – – CSP

J
} is a cumulated set of CSP’s, which are supported by any one of the

registered TPA.

D
K
 = {D

1
, D

2
, – – – D

K
} is a set of domains supported by any one of the registered TPA on behalf of CSP.

We can represent set of available services as S, which defined as bellow

(TPA � CSP � D) � S (1)

Where S defined as list of available services, means TPA
i
 is providing service to CSP

j
 for domain D

k

can be represented as (TPA
i
 � CSP

j
 � D

k
) � S. DRM contains TPA as columns and supporting CSP’s as first

row proceeding by rows which defined list of domains supported by TPA for its supported corresponding
CSP. Each element of DRM is a vector, where vector consists CSP’s or domains as elements. Size of DRM
is (J+1) × N, where J is total CSP’s and N is total TPA’s.
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For better understanding of DRM element placement, we consider following situation, where 2nd TPA
is supporting service for 1st CSP and for 2nd domain then DRM element is represented as (TPA

2
 � CSP

1
 �

D
2
) � S, index of element will be (2, 2), means (TPA

2
 � CSP

1
 � D

2
) � S is in second row and second cell,

so that DRM
(2,2)

 � null. Deep element of DRM includes domain position into element index. In considered
DRM example, deep element position of D2 for TPA1 and CSP1 is (2, 1, 2). Deep Element Value (DEV)
defined as

� �
� � � �1, 1,

, ,

1,    

0,

� �� ���� �
��

kj n j n

n j k

if DRM null and D DRM
DEV

Otherwise
(2)

DEV
(n,j,k)

 is 1 means TPA
n
 is supporting CSP

j
, and is supporting D

k , 
DEV

(n,j,k)
 is 0 means D

K
 is not

supporting by TPA
n
. DEV is useful to find out whether domain is supporting by TPA and its CSP, or not.

Element Value (EV) is useful to find out whether CSP is supporting by TPA or not. EV can be defined
as

� �
� �1,

,

1,  

0,

� ���� �
��

j n

n j

if DRM null
EV

Otherwise
(3)

EV
(n,j) 

is 1 means TPA
n
 is supporting CSP

j 
, is 0 means TPA

n
 is not supporting CSP

j
. DEV is useful at the

time of Trust Score calculation, when input includes TPA, CSP and Application Domain, EV is useful
when input includes TPA and CSP. To calculate Trust Score DEV or EV must be 1 for given input.

DRM is dynamic, when new TPA is registering or new CSP is adding or new Domain is supporting. At
the same time if any one of the triplet is deleting then DRM is also be dynamic. Following algorithms
describes how to manage DRM.

1) Create DRM

2) Update DRM

3) Visit Element

3.1.1. Algorithm: CreateDRM(TPA
N
, CSP

J
, D

K
)

This algorithm creates DRM by taking S, TPA
N
, CSP

J
 and D

K 
inputs. DRM can be defined as function

f(n,j,k) which notated as

Figure 3: DRM Matrix
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� � � �1,  , ,
, ,

0,

� ��� � �
��

n j kif TPA CSP D S
DRM f n j k

Otherwise
(4)

Where f(n,j,k) is defines DEV of DRM at index (n,j,k).

DRM algorithms uses following functions, these functions are reusable functions while creating DRM,
updating DRM and Visiting Element in DRM.

Funtion1: getS (TPA
N
, CSP

J
, D

K
)

This function getS is useful for creating set of available services based in available TPA list, CSP list and
Domains list.

Let T
n
(CSP) is set of CSP’s supported by TPA

n 
&

T
n
(CSP

j
, D) is set of Domains support by TPA

n
 and CSP

j

1: for each TPA
n 
perform step 2, 1 � n � N

2: for each CSP
j 
perform step 3, 1 � j � J

3: if CSP
j 
� T

n
 (CSP) perform step 4

4: for each D
k
 perform Step 5, 1 � k � K

5: if D
k 
� T

n 
(CSP

j
, D) then add (TPA

n
, CSP

j
, D

k
) to S

6: return S

Function 2: getDElement(n,j)

This function is useful to get domain vector element for DRM. This function returns vector of Domain id’s.
Maximum size of element vector is equal to total domains quantity.

1: Let i = size (DRM
 (j+1, n)

), ie size of DRM
 (j+1, n) 

, initially i is 0

2: Let E is DRM
 (j+1, n) 

& E is null initially

3: for each D
k

4: if (TPA
n
, CSP

j
, D

k
), ��S,

add D
k
 to E at position i

i++

5: Return E

Function 3: getCSPElement(n)

This function returns vector of CSP’s supported by TPA
n

1: Let i = size (DRM
 (1, n))

, initially it is 0

2: Let E is DRM
 (1, n) 

& E is null initially

3: for each CSP
j

4: if CSP
j 
� T

n
 (CSP), add CSP

j
 to E at position i, i++

5: return E
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Algorithm 1: createDRM(TPA
N
, CSP

J
, D

K
)

1: for each N perform step 2 to Step 6

2: for each J perform step3 to step4

3: E
NJ

 � getDElement(N,J)

4: add E
NJ

 to (J+1, N) position of DRM, can be represented as DRM
 (J+1, N)

5: ECSP
N
 � getCSPElement (N)

6: add ECSP
N
 to (1,N) position of DRM, can be represented as DRM

 (1, n)

7: return DRM

Algorithm 2: updateDRM(DRM, TPA, CSP, D)

Let input DRM is an existing DRM

Let input TPA � TPA
N
 or TPA is new TPA

Let input CSP � CSP
J
 or CSP is new CSP

Let input D � D
K
 or D is new Domain D

1: Let DRM current size is a × b, where DRM has total b TPA’s and (a-1) CSP’s

2: if CSP is new & TPA � TPA
N

2.1: add CSP
new

 to CSP
J
 & to TPA (CSP), let input CSP is CSP

new

2.2: ECSP � getCSLElement(TPA)

2.3: replace ECSP at DRM
 (1, n) 

, n is index of current TPA in set of Total TPA’s

3: else

3.1: if CSP � CSP
J
 & TPA � TPA

N

3.1.1: add CSP to TPA(CSP)

3.1.2: ECSP � getCSPElement (TPA)

3.1.3: replace ECSP at DRM
 (1, n)

3.2: if CSP is new & TPA is new

3.2.1: a++, b++

3.2.2: add CSP
new

 to CSP
J

3.2.3: add TPA
new

 to TPA
N

3.2.4: createDRM(TPA
N
,CSP

J
,D)

4: if D � D
K

4.1: E � getDElement(n,j) , where n is current TPA and j is Current CSP

4.2: replace E at DRM
 (j+1, n)

5: if D is new

5.1: add D to DK

5.2: E � getDElement(n,j), where n is current TPA and j is Current CSP

5.3: replace E at DRM
 (j+1, n)

6: return new DRM
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Algorithm 3: visitElement(N,J,K)

This algorithm is useful to visit two types of elements (DRM element, Deep element)

1: set K=0 to visit DRM element

2: start from (j+1)th position in DRM

3: E � getDElement(n,j)

4: if sizeOf(E)=0

    return null

5: else

    return E

6: if K � 0, visiting Deep element

7: get position of K in E

8: if position (K) in E is not 0

    return position(k)

9: else

    return null

Figure 4: TCM element

3.2. Trained Configure Matrix

TCM stands Trained Configured Matrix. DRM specifies only relation among TPA, CSP and Domains. To
calculate Trust Score, metrics needs to include in testing data and training data. With respect to each
domain, there must be set of pre identified metrics, where metric is a service property, for example
DM[geo]=T means application domain has to support geographical based accessibility of application,
DM(geo)=F means not supporting geographical based accessing. Let TDM(geo)=T means TPA T is
supporting geographical location service for Domain D, if DM=TDM then one trust score can be increased.
Overall trust score described as following

� � � �
1

1,  
, , ,

0,

M k k
n j k i

if D M TD M
TS T C D f n j k i

Otherwise�

��
� � �

�
� (5)
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TS(T
i
 C

j
 D

k
) is overall trust score, if input is triplet.

To calculate f(n, j, k, i), DRM is extending by including metrics. In this extending process first we
calculate TCM. Total set of f(n, j, k, i) for TCM is defining as 4D-tensor. One element of 4D-tensor is
showing in the figure-4.

From the figure-4 we can say that M
1 
is one metric (added or pre identified), which included for Domains

D1, D2….Dx.

� � �1 ,   
m

k
x i i i mD U f m D if D M null�� � � (6)

The above function defines metrics set supported by domain D
x
, 

mxD  means metric m is defined/supported

by domain D
x
.

Total elements in TCM is equal to

� �1  M
m msize of DM�� (7)

Where M is total size of metrics defined/pre identified for finding optimal trust score.

3.3. Detailed Explanation about TCM element

TCM elements are placing as vertical vector as show in the following figure

Figure 5: TCM
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In TCM element structure, relation between metric and domains are predefined, but relation between
TPA and CSP defined by TPA administrator. While creating TCM element, TPA defined metrics can’t be
considered.

mxD  can be represented as matrix to navigate easily, where elements of 
mxD  matrix is T or F null. Size

of 
mxD  matrix is |D| × |M|, ie K × M, where “K” total domains and M total metrics.

Figure 6: 
mxD  Matrix

If cell value is “null” means, that corresponding metric is not applicable for domain, for example if

“null” is at (3, 4) position in 
mxD  matrix, then we can say metric four is not supporting/applicable to

domain three. If cell value is “T”, that means domain 3 has to support metric 4 to get positive trust score, if
cell neither value if “F”, that means domain 3 must not support to get positive trust score. But in the matrix
null means, that particular metric is not applicable to that domain.

Creating TCM is integration of DRM & 
mxD . f(n, j, k, m) defines an individual element relation among

pre identified/defined relations between T, C, D and M.

� �, , ,TCM f n j k m� which can be defined as

� �1,

1,

0,

mk

j n

if D null

and

DRM null jm

Otherwise

�

��
�
�
� ��
��

(8)

Algorithm-4: createTCM(DRM ,)

TCM defines optimal relation defined between registered TPA’s and predefined .

1: Let M is set of Metrics

2: D is set of Domains

3: for each metric m=1 to M execute step 4

4: for each Domain k=1 to K execute step5
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5: if execute step 6

6: for each TPA n=1 to N execute step 7

7: for each CSP j=1 to J execute step 8 to step 10

8: E
jn
  � get D Element (n, j)

9: if E
jn 
� null execute step10

10: f(n, j, k, m) = 0  and

add f(n, j, k, m) to TCM

11: return TCM

3.3. Trained Configure Matrix

To calculate testing TPS trust score, instead of considering all elements of DRM, we are creating CDM
tree, where CDM stands combination of CSP, Domain and Metric. Testing TPA may support more than one
CSP, so that CSP tree may has more than one root node.

3.3.1. Characteristics of CDM

Following are main key characteristics of CDM to reduce size of DRM to use

1) Root node always will be CSP supported by testing TPA

2) CDM tree always has three levels

3) Child node will be always metric, which is supporting by TPA with respect to CSP and Domain

4) Traversing always starts from Root node to Domain node to Metric node

Fig 7: is an example for CDM tree for TPA which is supporting two CSP’s that are C1 and C2.

3.3.2.  CDM tree

CDM tree is a part of DRM, by adding metrics at the end of tree, as child nodes. To crate CDM tree we are

extracting Level12 tree from DRM for a given testing TPA, and extracting Level 23 tree from 
MXTD  for

supported domains of TPA, where 
MXTD  is a set of metrics supported by Domain D

x
 in testing TPA.

� �

,

     
, ,

,   

      

 1   1

m

m

M

m

m

x

x
X x m

x

x

T ifTD null

and

metric m is supporting by TD
TD f T D M

F if TD null and

metric m is not supporting by TD

where x K and m M

��
�
�
��� � � ��
�
�

� � � ���

3.3.3. Creating Level12 tree

Level12 tree can be created for given testing TPA. Let us consider Testing TPA is , where I stands for Input. Let
ID of TPA

I
 is “i”. Then to create Level12 tree, we need to use DRM. There may be more than one root node for

Level12 tree, always Leve12 tree has CSP as root node & Domain as child node as shown in the fig-7.
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Let us consider is a set of root nodes for ith TPA, where ith TPA is a testing TPA.

(RL12)
i
 = Element at DRM(i, j) index position.

In (RL12)
i
 CSP id may not be equal to index value of CSP, means in position 1 of (RL12)

i
 there may be

CSP 2, and if CSP 4 is in position 2, if CSP 3 is in position 3, then diagrammatical representation of (RL12)
i

is shown bellow figure.

Red color values are representing CSP id’s and black color value is representing index of CSP element
in (RL12)

i
 .

Figure 7: CDM Tree

Figure 8: Element of DRM

Each element of (RL12)
i
 is a root node for Level12 tree. Let size of (RL12)

i
 is R, so that Level12 tree

has R root nodes, based on each root node, there may be each Level12 trees.

Root node of Level12 defined as bellow

[RN]
ir
 = Element [1, r] � (RL12)

i

Where ‘r’ is the position of element in (RL12)
i
, which denotes rth root node for Level 12 tree.

[RN]
ir 

is CSP, which is supported by testing TPA. Value of [RN]
ir 

is representing ID of CSP, To find
supporting domains by [RN]

ir 
(ie CSP) need to get DRM element at [RN]

ir
 + 1, i].

[RN]
ir 
is root node and DRM ([RN]

ir 
+ 1, i)

 
are child nodes.

Algorithm-5: hcreateLevel12Tree(TPA
i
)

TPA
i 
is a testing TPA

1: get [RL12]i � DRM[1, i]

2: for each element of [RL12]i execute step 3

3: get [RN]ir � [RL12]i (1, r)
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4: Add [RN]ir as root node to [Level 12]
r

(this is rth Level12 tree)

5: get DRM ([RN]
ir
 + 1, i) � DEV

6: for each DEV element execute step 7

7: get DEV[i,d], d is index of DEV and

add this as a child node to [Level 12]
r

8: return [Level 12]
r

3.3.4. Level23 tree

Function 
MXTD  is using to create Level23 tree, in this tree Domains are root nodes, metrics are child nodes.

First we have to get CSP’s and domains list supporting by TPA. One domain may be supported by more
than one CSP.

[RL12]
i
 � DRM[1, i] is set of CSP’s supported by TPA and DRM[([RL1]

i
, (1, r)) + 1, i] is set of

domains supported by CSP [RL12]
i 
(1, r)) of TPA i.

Let TD is set domains supported by TPA i. TD can be defined as bellow

� �� � � �
� �1,

1

12 1, 1,
r sizeofDRM i

i
r

TD DRM RL r i
�

�

� �� �� ��

Let M is metrics supported by TPA i then relation among domains TD and Metrics M defines as

TDM TD M� �

Algorithm-6: crateLevel23Tree(I, TDM)

1: Let TD is a set of Domains supporting by TPA
i

2: get [RL12]
i

3: for each element of [RL12]
i

4: let element of [RL12]
i 
is [RN]

ir

at rth position in [RL12]
i

5: get Domain vector for [RN]
ir

� � � � 1,
ir ir

RN DRM RN i� �� �� �

6: for each [RN]
ir

7: Let D  � [RN]
ir 

(i, d)

8: if D � TD then add D to TD

9: Let M is a set of Metrics supporting by TPA
i

10: TDM TD M� �  where � is resulting T or F

11: return TDM
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Relation of domains and metrics are not related to CSP, because here TPA trust score is calculating, so
that we can consider Relation of Domains and metric with respect to TPA only.

If input includes C1 as CSP then we can consider CSM tree which has C1 as root node. If input is triplet
then we can navigate like C-D-M, in this case Boolean matrix contains one row and |M| columns. If input

Figure 9: Level12 Tree

Figure 11: Union of Level Trees

Figure 10: Level23 Tree

Figure 12: Cases of CMD tree navigation

a: Case 1  b: Case 2
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includes T & C then navigation in CDM tree will be C-M by omitting D in traversing path. In this case rows
count will be |D| supporting by testing CSP and |M| columns, which are cumulated metrics of all domains
supporting by testing TPA.

4. CALCULATING TRUST SCORE

Calculating trust score is an intersection of TCM and CDM of given testing data. TCM includes pre
identified metrics, where CDM contains testing TPA supported metrics. In this intersection process, we
need to get f(i,c,d,m) where m=1 to M, M is size of metric pre identified for optimal performance of TPA
for domain d.

TCMElement*(i,c,d) is a part of TCM for given testing TPA I, CSP c and Domain d. TCM is a
4D-tensor, where TCD is triplet for metric view of TCM. Decomposition of tensor is using to get
Trained Boolean Matrix for testing TPA. Trained Boolean Matrix has to contains domain & metric
relations to current testing TPA, CSP and Domain. TCM has metric as super element, & DRM
portion of current TPA as inner element, TBM (Trained Boolean Matrix) can be defined as
following

� � � � � ��
1

, , , , , ,
d

r r
t

TBM i c d e r M TCM i c d m wherem M
�

� � ��

TBM(i,c,d) contains only current testing Domain & metrics relation.

Algorithm-7: CreateTBM(i,c,d)

Let current testing TPA is TPAi

Let current testing CSP is CSPc

Let current testing domain is Dd

1: get list of metrics supported by Dd,

let it is 
mdD �  is set of metrics

2: Let TBM is null

3: for each element of 
mdD perform step 4 to 6

4: if � �
mdD TCM�

C
DRM

 � get DRM of current 
mdD

5: if  C
DRM

 ��null

6: Add value of 
mdD   (it is T or F)

at TBM (d,m) position

7: return TBM

B3M is useful for calculating Trust Score by comparing TBM with CDM tree
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Algorithm-8: calculationTS(TBM, CDM)

1: Let TS=0

2: for each element of CDM perform step 3 to 5

3: CDM (d, m) � current CDM element,

which is at dth row and nth column.

4: get values of CDM (d, m)

V(VDM(d,m)) � T or F

5: if V(VDM(d,m)) = TBM
d,m

 then do TS++

6: return TS

5. EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Proposed scheme evaluated with respect to accuracy while calculating Trust Score of TPA. We have used
notation based inputs for testing this mechanism by developing Java based Web Tool. This web tool created
based on algorithms defined in this proposed system.

5.1. Trust Score Evaluation

There are different cases based on input given to calculate trust score. Cloud data owner may choose only
TPA as an input or may Choose TPA + CSP or may choose TPA + CSP + Domain as input. In every case
final output is trust score. To evaluate trust score we created Trust Meter. Trust Meter is a collection of
Configuration Metrics and its supporting values in Boolean format. It is a B3M model , where B3M stands
for Boolean Metrics Mapping Matrix.

In this model two matrix are mapping with their metric at M(i,j) to their boolean value at B(i,j), where
i is index of TPA supporting metric and j is trained supporting metric. We have used Algorithm-7 to create
Trained TPA Boolean Matrix. From B3M model we have to find total T values and Total F values to
calculate Trust Meter Reading.

Trust Meter Reading for di = (Total True Metrics Count of Domain di/ total trained metrics of domain di).

Total Trust Meter of TPA is = Total of (di) for i=1 to n where n domains are supporting by TPA.

Following graph is comparison between the results generated based on given input, but here considered
only five domains.

Figure 13: Boolean Mapping
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6. CONCLUSION

In new era of cloud computing, many users from small to big organization are attacking by cloud environment.
Data accessibility if one of the very important activity in cloud, where data is accessing by third party
teams, to providing authentication to access data cloud data owners are depending on TPA, many of the
works are focusing on functionality of TPA, but not on trustiness of TPA . This proposed work focusing on
calculation of TPA trustiness, where cloud data owners can check trustiness of TPA before committing to
use. To calculate trustiness of TPA, we have created DRM, TCM, CDM, DM and B3M matrix.
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